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In cooperation with the International Research Institute (IRI) at Columbia
University, MTRI is developing mobile techniques to collect soil and crop
condition data that will be used to validate the energy balance model (Figure
2). Local observations made with mobile smart devices are factored into an
evapotranspiration model developed by NOAA and USDA in order to monitor
and better predict crop health and crop failure.

This NASA Interdisciplinary
Research in Earth Science
Project aims to produce
science-based data on crop
conditions and crop failure
that can be used by private
insurance companies to establish agricultural index insurance
in sub-Saharan Africa. At the end of this project, we will have
30 years of crop condition data - going back to 1990 – that will
be inputs in actuary tables. Additionally, we are producing field
collection smart phone apps for Android and iOS capable to
be used in the current mobile phone network of sub-Saharan
Africa. These apps will be distributed freely to in-country
collaborators and the larger scientific community.
www.mtri.org/foodsecurity.html
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Apps are being tested in Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda, and
Senegal (Figure 3).

Figure 3

MTRI reconstructed the USDA
agriculture field condition criteria
and evaluation methods (data
currently used to validate the U.S.
evapotranspiration model) to an iOS
FormEntry app.
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Field Testing Results
The FormEntry App was tested in Tigray, Ethiopia in August 2014. IRI
staff members collected soil and crop condition information in 12 different
villages and emailed the completed forms (csv files) when they had wifi
access again. All field data will stored locally and uploaded to Google
Fusion Tables, where it will be analyzed and shared with collaborators.
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